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With 3T Deploy, 
elevating 
your business 
with Apple 
technology 
becomes 
seamless
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What is
3T Deploy? 

  A seamless user experience to Apple’s standard requires perfect 
technical and functional integration.

  A thoughtfully designed service to take away the hassle from your IT 
team to deploy and enroll your entire Apple fleet into the existing work 
environment.

  Dynamic consultants who become the driver of your project and 
coordinate between technical teams on the concrete implementation of 
predefined solutions.

  A multidisciplinary team, and dedicated Apple support to carry out your 
deployment from A to Z - from App installation to helping you achieve 
Zero-Touch deployment.
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3T Deploy offers a range of services that work seamlessly to ensure that you can focus on what you need to. 

How does 3T Deploy work?

Configuration and 
Deployment

Onsite hardware
pickups

Remote
Support

Consultancy

Professional
Services

MDM LicenseOnsite 
support visits
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Optional Add-ons:

Microsoft Office 365

Simply and securely deliver and manage any app 
or any device with VMware Workspace ONE, an  

intelligence-driven digital workspace platform.

Providing Mac, iPad, iPhone and Apple TV 
management solutions for any business, 

government institution or school, at any scale.

As more organizations offer their employees a choice in work technology, the demand for Apple continues to grow. 
Regardless of the size or complexity of your organization, we have an Apple deployment solution for you to choose from: 

Which MDM Solutions does 3T Deploy offer? 
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Why 
choose 
3T Deploy 
through 
3T?

Quite simply because 3T: 

  is the leading Apple Authorized Reseller in Saudi Arabia;

  has dedicated Apple Certified Experts to ensure business continuity;

  Able to support you for your business’ critical devices ensuring zero- 
downtime;

  is an experienced expert in the field with over 15 years in successfully 
deploying & managing different technologies;

  provides proactive hardware and IT services at affordable, consistent 
rates;

  has a dedicated technical account manager;

  provides both remote and onsite support for IT and hardware and is 
uniquely positioned to maximize your ROI;

  provides service and support bundles with expert consultation. 
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How is 3T Deploy a 
cost-effective solution? 
Compare costs between 3T Deploy vs In-house deployment of the same quality and we promise you will not be 
disappointed. The example below is based on devices managed by JAMF. 

389 SAR
per iOS & iPadOS
per year

Configuration and 
Deployment

Consultancy Professional
Services

MDM License

Onsite 
support visits

Remote
Support

Onsite hardware
pickups
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Easy Apple 
workplace 
deployment.



Website: b2b.3tsa.com

Email: apple@3tsa.com

Phone: +966(01)478-9260


